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(a) Define the lollowing tema:

i group,

ii. oubgroup of a group.

) Let 1i be an non-empty rubset of a group G. Prove that, ff ie a subgroup

' o{ G if and only it 06-1 e H, Y a,b e H.

tet G be a group and If be a non-empty subeet of G. Prove thai fl is a

aubgroup ol G if and onty il -fffi-1 - IJ.

Let If and I( be two subgroupc o{ a group G. Prove that IIK is a suL

group of G if and only il HK = KH.



3. (")

(b)

2. (a) State and prove Lagrange,s theorem for a fnite group G.

(b) Prove that in a fnite group G, the order o{ earh element dividee the order

of G. Hence prove trhat every group oI prime otder is cyclicl moteover, in

a group o{ prime order p, every non-identity element has order p.

(c) Let p and g be two dietinct prime aumbers and let G be a group of order

pg, Show that every proper subgroup of G is cyclic.

(d) Let G be a non-abelian group of oder 8. Prove thal G contains at leaat

one element of order 4.

State and prove the flrst isomorphiem theorem.

Let G be a group such that lor fixed integer n > 1, (a6)n = oiil' ior aU

4,6€G. Let G"= {aQG:d = eI and G" = {an:d€ c}. prcve that

G"{Gand 9=c".
-Gn

4. Prove or disptove the following

(a) If IJ and If are two subgroupe of a group G then Il U -If is a eubgroup

of G.

The homomorphic image of an abelian group is abelian.

Il all non-trivial subgroups of a g:oup G a.re cyclic then 6 ie cyclic.

Any group of order pn, where p is prime, ha"s non-trivia.l center.

(b)

G)

(d)



(a) DefrDe tbe term l)-group.

i, Prove the following:

Every sibgroup of ,aP-grouplsaFgroup.

rmage of a p-group is a p-group.ii. The homomorphic i p-$oup i8 a p-gxoup-

(b) Define the commutator subgroup d of a group G.

Prove the io'llowingr

Prove that the set S. of all permul,atioos on r aymbols forms a group.

Pxove that the permutatrion $orp on n syurbols (S") is a finite group of

order a!order n:.

Is it true that 5, is abelian Ior n > 2? Justily your answer.

ss the permutation,
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